youths to be either program participants or controls.  lt then compared net impact estimates derived using the experimental design with estimates derived using the same sample of program participants but substituting various "matched samples81 constructed from the CPS.11 Mathematica examined net irapacts based on simple differences in earnings gains, on a straightforward earnings regression model, and on a fixed-effects estimation model«, Separate comparisons were performed for youths and women receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC).
Based on a true control group, Mathematica found in-program earnings gains and negligible postprogram effects for youths« Comparison of Supported Work participants and the CPS matched sample, however, yielded either insignificant or significantly negative effects. Moreover, the bias apparent in the match sample estimates was even greater using a fixed-effects estimator rather than a basic earnings model.
Figure D.l (from Mathematica, 1984;Figure III.3) illustrates how this bias in the matched samples occurs. The age-earnings profiles of participants and true controls are dramatically different in the years following the program from the profiles of matched controls derived from the CPS (regardless of which of the three matching strategies is used).
While cell matching or statistical matching reduces mean differences in preprogram earnings and in background characteristics, subsequent earnings still diverge, for reasons that are left unobserved and unexplained, but which may have to do with actual or perceived differences in motivation, ability, or social attitudes (among other possible factors).  (Alternatively, it may be the case that the scale of subsidized youth programs in 1978-1981 was sufficiently large that the programs indirectly improved the comparison groups8 employment prospects. By temporarily withdrawing many participants from the competitive labor market for low-income youths, the programs may have enabled some nonparticipants to obtain more readily whatever unsubsidized Jobs were available, and to this extent they boosted employment outcomes above what they would have been in the absence of such federally funded programs.)
Results for AFDC women provide an interesting contrast.  In some instances, the Mathematica analysis finds an upward bias in estimates of program effects. But, in general, both the true control group analyses and the matched control group analyses show large and signifi-cant impacts both during and after the program. no clear pattern of
11Three techniques of matching were used:  general eligibility screens, such äs high school dropout; cell matching and weighting (similar to the technique used by Westat); and statistical matching based on predicted earnings (rather than on earnings-related variables, äs done by SRI).

